YOUR HON LIMITED 5-YEAR WARRANTY
The HON Company promises to repair or replace HON products or components covered under this warranty that are found to be defective in material or workmanship within five (5) years from the date of original purchase so long as you, the original purchaser, still owns it. This is your sole and exclusive remedy. This warranty is subject to the provisions below. It applies to products listed on page 2 manufactured after January 1, 2018.

LIMITATIONS:
• Upholstery on chairs is warranted for two years from date of purchase.
• Damage caused by the carrier in-transit is handled under separate terms.

EXCLUSIONS:
This warranty does not apply and no other warranty applies to:
• Normal wear and tear, which are to be expected over the course of ownership.
• Modifications or attachments to the product that are not approved by The HON Company.
• Products that were not installed, used, or maintained in accordance with product instructions and warnings.
• Products used for rental purposes.

SEATING USAGE:
Normal commercial use for seating is identified as the equivalent of a single shift, forty- (40) hour workweek. To the extent that a seating product is used in a manner exceeding this, the applicable warranty period will be reduced in a pro-rata manner.

A WORD ABOUT COLOR VARIATIONS, FABRICS AND FINISHES:
The HON Company does not warrant the color-fastness or matching of colors, grains, or textures of covering materials.

CUSTOMER’S OWN MATERIAL (COM)
Not available on HON products covered under the HON 5-year warranty.

TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, THE HON COMPANY MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE HON COMPANY WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

NOTICE TO PURCHASERS FOR HOME OR PERSONAL USE:
Federal law does not permit the exclusion of certain implied warranties for consumer products. Therefore, if you are purchasing this product for home or personal use, the exclusion of implied warranties noted in the above paragraph does not apply to you. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

This warranty applies only to products sold within the United States of America and the Commonwealth of Canada.

TO OBTAIN SERVICE UNDER THIS WARRANTY:
Your HON Dealer is our mutual partner in supporting your warranty requests. By following the procedures outlined below, you can be assured of the best level of service. Please note: Consent of The HON Company must be obtained before any warranty work is performed. To obtain consent, please take the following steps:
1. Contact the Dealer from whom the product was purchased within 30 days of discovery of the defect. Be prepared to affirm that you are the original purchaser of the product and to provide the serial number(s) from the product in question.
2. Your Dealer will gather all pertinent information regarding the claim, inspect the product, and contact a HON Company customer service representative. (Please allow a reasonable amount of time for inspection and review.)
3. If The HON Company affirms that the product in question is eligible under the conditions of the warranty as stated above, the customer service representative or another representative of the Company will determine whether to provide replacement parts, authorize repairs, or replace the product.
PRODUCT LIST:

H432       HBV-P6024       HVL511       HBLMTB16A1
H434       HBV-P6030       HVL515       HBLMTB16ES
H482       HBV-P6036       HVL518       HBLMTB16N
H484       HBV-P6042       HVL521       HBLMTB8A1
HBL2101    HBV-P6048       HVL525       HBLMTB8ES
HBL2101BF  HBV-P6060       HVL528       HBLMTB8N
HBL2102    HBV-P6072       HVL531       HVL891
HBL2103    HBV-P7224       HVL532       HVL892
HBL2111    HBV-P7230       HVL534       HVL893
HBL2111BF  HBV-P7236       HVL538       HVL894
HBL2115    HBV-P7242       HVL541       HVL895
HBL2121    HBV-P7248       HVL551       HBLMTTR12A1
HBL2123    HBV-P7260       HVL581       HBLMTTR12ES
HBL2145    HBV-PBS         HVL582       HBLMTTR12N
HBL2146    HBV-PWB1        HVL585       HBLMTTR16A1
HBL2155    HBV-QC180        HVL601       HBLMTTR16ES
HBL2162    HBV-QC90         HVL604       HBLMTR16N
HBL2163    HBV-TBASE        HVL605       HBLMTR8A1
HBL2164    HBV-VSH24        HVL606       HBLMTR8ES
HBL2171    HBV-VSH30        HVL616       HBLMTR8N
HBL2180    HBV-VSH36        HVL641       HBLP3060A1
HBL2183    HBV-VSH42        HVL643       HBLP3060ES
HBL2194    HBV-VSH48        HVL653       HBLP3060N
HBL2211    HBV-VSH60        HVL685       HBLPP3066A1
HBL2213    HBXRISER         HVL691       HBLPP3066ES
HBL42CU    HC184236         HVL693       HBLPP3066N
HBL72BFMODG HC187236       HVL701       HBLUPP2101A1
HBL72DG    HML8851          HVL702       HBLUPP210ES
HBLCL48D   HML8852          HVL705       HBLUPP210N
HBLCL72R   HML8858          HVL712       HBLUPPH72114ES
HBLH3160   HMG15PED         HVL721       HBLUPPH72114A1
HBLH3170   HMG30FCD         HVL844       HBLUPPH72114N
HBLML48A   HMG30FCO         HVL852       HMLDP6024W
HBLML48B   HMG30STDM        HVL853       HMLDP6024C
HBLML48R   HMG36FCD         HVL862       HMLDPF07660C
HBLMTO48B  HMG36OVRD        HVL864       HMLDF6060W
HBLMTO48R  HMG36STDM        HVL871       HMLDF6060C
HBLPBRIDGE HMG48WKS         HVL872       HMLDPF7260W
HBLPCCLASSIC HMG60WKS        HVL873       HMLDPF7260C
HBLPCCONTEMP HMG60WKS        HVL887       HMLDPF07260W
HBLPWC     HMG60WKS         HVL888       HMLDPF07260C
HBPMP2B    HMG72WKS         HVL981       HMLDPF076602W
HBPMP2F    HMG72WKS         HVL982       HMLDPF076602C
HBMPT4824P HMG72WKS         HVL991       HMLDPFO6082W
HBMPT4824X HMG90LEG         HVL995       HMLDF6082C
HBMPT484X  HMG90LEG         HVLPERCH      HMLDF6082C
HBMPT48MOD HVL103            HBLDCH7296A1  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT6024P HVL108            HBLDCH7296ES  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT6024X HVL131            HBLDCH7296N  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT6060MOD HVL151           HBLDCHL7272A1  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT7224P HVL161            HBLDCHL7272ES  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT7224X HVL171            HBLDCHL7272N  HMLDF6082W
HBMPT722MOD HVL205            HBLPP66678A1  HMLDF6082W
HBTM5      HVL206            HBLPP66678ES  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4224 HVL210            HBLPP66678N  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4230 HVL215            HBLPP8484A1  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4236 HVL220            HBLPP8484ES  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4242 HVL302            HBLPP8484N  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4248 HVL303            HBLMTB12A1  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4260 HVL402            HBLMTB12ES  HMLDF6082W
HBPV-P4272 HVL443            HBLMTB12N  HMLDF6082W
HVL508     HVL511            HBLMTB16A1
HVL515     HVL515            HBLMTB16ES
HVL518     HVL518            HBLMTB16N
HVL521     HVL521            HBLMTB8A1
HVL525     HVL525            HBLMTB8ES
HVL528     HVL528            HBLMTB8N
HVL531     HVL531            HVL891
HVL532     HVL532            HVL892
HVL534     HVL534            HVL893
HVL538     HVL538            HVL894
HVL541     HVL541            HVL895
HVL551     HVL551            HBLMTTR12A1
HVL581     HVL581            HBLMTTR12ES
HVL582     HVL582            HBLMTTR12N
HVL585     HVL585            HBLMTTR16A1
HVL601     HVL601            HBLMTTR16ES
HVL604     HVL604            HBLMTR16N
HVL605     HVL605            HBLMTR8A1
HVL606     HVL606            HBLMTR8ES
HVL616     HVL616            HBLMTR8N
HVL641     HVL641            HBLP3060A1
HVL643     HVL643            HBLP3060ES
HVL653     HVL653            HBLP3060N
HVL685     HVL685            HBLPP3066A1
HVL691     HVL691            HBLPP3066ES
HVL693     HVL693            HBLPP3066N
HVL701     HVL701            HBLUPP2101A1
HVL702     HVL702            HBLUPP210ES
HVL705     HVL705            HBLUPP210N
HVL712     HVL712            HBLUPPH72114ES
HVL721     HVL721            HBLUPPH72114A1
HVL844     HVL844            HBLUPPH72114N
HVL852     HVL852            HMLDP6024W
HVL853     HVL853            HMLDP6024C
HVL862     HVL862            HMLDPF07660C
HVL864     HVL864            HMLDF6060W
HVL871     HVL871            HMLDF6060C
HVL872     HVL872            HMLDFP7260W
HVL873     HVL873            HMLDFP7260C
HVL887     HVL887            HMLDPF07260W
HVL888     HVL888            HMLDPF07260C
HVL981     HVL981            HMLDPF076602W
HVL982     HVL982            HMLDPF076602C
HVL991     HVL991            HMLDPFO6082W
HVL995     HVL995            HMLDF6082C
HBLD60W    HBLD60W            HMLDF60W
HMLDF60C   HMLDF60C